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BASIC SWIMMING TERMINOLOGY & PHRASES 
 

Streamline-Shrinking of the frontal or side body profile; Indicated by hand over hand 

with elbows locked, straight spine, tight abs and butt, and pointed toes.   

 

Position 11-Streamline position with the hands unlocked and over the shoulders.   

 

Position Y- Streamline position with the hands unlocked and just outside the shoulders. 

 

Position T-Reference transition position for the butterfly shoulder press. 

 

Position 11 catch up-Drill for freestyle and backstroke when one hand waits for the other 

to recover before pulling.  

 

Hand lead-When the hand leads the body or is in front.   

 

Head lead-When the head leads the body.   

 

Elbow lock-Drill for breaststroke; kick after elbows lock. 

 

Flutter kick-Alternating kick of both legs; Kicking of the ankles with straight legs and 

relaxed feet.   

 

Breaststroke kick- A whip like action of the lower leg. It is identified by the recovery of 

the heels, flaring of the feet out, and a semi-circle whip kick to neutral. 

 

Dolphin kick-Simultaneous flutter kick initiated from the knees. Also known as the 

mermaid kick.  

 

Slant kick-body undulation slanted on the side toward the breast for butterfly and 

toward the back for back stroke.  

 

Undulation-A wave like motion of the body ending with a dolphin kick. 

 

Track start-A runner’s start indicated by two hands on the block while bent forward with 

one leg in the lead position and the opposite leg in the follow position.    
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Grab start- indicated by two hands on the block while bent forward with both legs in 

the lead position.  

 

Backstroke start-Swimmer has both hands on the handle of the starting block or in the 

pool gutter and initiates the beginning of the race on their back.  

 

Relay start-When one swimmer completes their leg of a race and exchanges with the 

next swimmer; indicated by swimmer being in a standing position and leaving the block 

when the current swimmer completes his/her leg of the race.  

 

Freestyle finish-some part of the body must touch the wall. 

 

Breaststroke finish-two hands must touch the wall simultaneously while separated. 

 

Backstroke finish-must be completed on the back with some part of the body touching 

the wall while some part of the body is at the surface of the water. 

 

Butterfly finish-two hands must touch the wall simultaneously while separated. 

 

Flip Turn-a forward toward the wall and is initiated when swimmer brings their chest to 

their knees. 

    

Open Turn-Used in breaststroke and butterfly sequence to complete one length of a 

race and begin another. It is initiated by bringing their knees to their chest.  

 

Rollover Turn-A developmental turn for backstrokers who are not skilled in backstroke 

transitions or flip turns. 

   

Bucket turn-A backward flip turn executed at the end of backstroke and is initiated 

when the hand touches the wall.  

 

Flag Zone-The area of a lane from the flags to the wall (15 feet/5 yards). This is the turn 

and finish area where a swimmer should avoid, if possible, taking a breath. 

 

Balance point- the point where the center of gravity and the center of buoyancy meet. 

It assists in keeping the hips high and is an under-utilized swimming position specific for 

freestyle.   

 

High Hips-hips at the surface of the water. The higher the hips the faster a swimmer 

goes.  

  

Lift & Shift-Freestyle arm recovery where the elbow leads the arm unit back to lead 

position.  

 

Straight Arm Recovery- Freestyle arm recovery where the wrist leads the arm unit back 

to lead position.  
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Shoulder press-The action that creates the wave like motion of butterfly.   

 

Catch-Where the hand/arm unit and the water connect. 

 

Set your catch-The action of preparing the catch. In freestyle this action happens when 

the hand/forearm unit moves angle toward the pool bottom before the elbow moves. 

The resulting action is known as early vertical forearm.  

 

Inline Breathing-early breath with the head low and in line with body.    

 

Stroke Sequence-All of the events that occur during the action of stroking including 

catch, finish and recovery. 

 

Stroke cycle-One complete revolution of an arm(s) movement and, or kick that 

encompasses the stroke and kick sequence.  

 

Stroke recovery-returning the arm/hand unit to lead position.  

 

Stroke count- Can be the number of individual arm strokes a swimmer takes or the 

number of stroke cycles per length of the pool.  

 

12/3-Developmentat backstroke recovery and pull timing. 

 

12/6-Olympic backstroke recovery and pull timing.  
 

Air swimming-A drill to aid in muscle memory development for swimming, out of the 

water.  

 

Circle Swimming—From the shallow end of the pool swimmers swim down the right of 

the lane and return to the shallow end on the left side of the lane. (In-water relay starts 

circle swim) 

 

Bench Squats-Squats initiated on a bleacher or bench.  

 

“Squeeze your ears with your arms”, phrase for position 11.  

 

“Kick your ankles”, phrase for flutter kick in freestyle and backstroke. 

 

“Legs straight, feet relaxed”, phrase for flutter kick in backstroke and freestyle.   

  

“Scrape the gum off the sole of your feet”, phrase for the down kick in backstroke flutter. 

 

“Hand in Pocket”, phrase for dormant hand placement while performing side flutter 

kicking. Ex: Hand lead side kicking drill.   

 

 


